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ESPON CPS – the project
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▪ EU-wide overview of cross-border public services 

(CPS) across policy fields, territories and main 

features 

▪ Targeted analysis to support involved 

stakeholders (10 border regions) through 

➢ … a stock-taking of territorial needs and 

persisting border obstacles hampering the 

development of CPS; 

➢… an identification of potentials for further CPS 

development to cope with everyday border problems 

and major challenges; 

➢… an exchange of experience on public service 

provision practices
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What are CPS?

What are the main development 

potentials/future needs of CPS ?
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CPS – A new instrument?
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Cross-border Public Services …

▪… are no new instrument

▪… first services already implemented in the 1960s…

▪… boost in services in the 1990s with launch of Interreg programmes

▪… but still CPS are not well known among regions

▪… until recently, no common definition of the concept of CPS and of the number 

and scope of services were available

▪… that´s why ESPON launched the empirical study on CPS in Europe
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What are CPS?
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Any CPS …

▪… covers a specified cross-border area

▪… addresses a shared problem or development opportunity

▪… has a target group on both sides of the border

▪… is non-discriminatory to access

▪… includes actors from both sides of the border

▪… is publicly organised and delivered either directly or via a concession

▪… is publicly financed

▪… is not limited to a specific timeframe (i.e. not a “one-off project”)
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Added value for border regions
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CPS enhance functionality in border areas by

▪… contributing to reducing negative border effects

▪… contributing to better connections

▪… supporting cross-border flows of people

▪… creating (thematic) functional areas

▪… contributing to raise awareness of cross-border possibilities (e.g. in 

terms of work and labour markets, health care, recreation, education, 

technical infrastructures etc.)

▪… addressing gaps in domestic service provision

▪… making service provision less costly and raise its efficiency, thereby 

helping to maintain services in border areas with low population densities

▪… sustaining Interreg projects 
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▪ 579 examples of CPS provision 

in Europe identified.

▪ Concentration of CPS along the 

borders of old EU Member 

States.

▪ Most CPS deal with 

environment protection, civil 

protection and disaster 

management or transport.

First comprehensive overview of CPS 
provision in Europe
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Practical guidance to 
develop cross-border 
public services
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Typical challenges
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Mobilising stakeholders

Unbalance distribution of benefits

Assessing effects of CPS

Assessing CPS demand

Price / service levels differ

Quality standards / norms differ

Scarce budgets

Cost differentials

Lack of (clear legal basis) Cultural / language barriers

Unclear competences or changes of

responsibilities

Changing external factors

Differentiating domestic & cross-

border services
➢Several potential solutions for each challenge 
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Policy recommendations
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For border regions, cross-border institutions, CPS providers and Interreg programming 

bodies

▪ Ensure sufficient commitment and capacity for CPS endeavours

▪ Use Interreg funding for CPS

▪ Being pro-active and patient

▪ Communicating needs to higher levels.
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Policy recommendations
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At EU level, pave the way for CPS development in ETC 2021-27

▪ Favouring CPS related actions in regulations

▪ Making use of specific indicators for measuring achievement of CPS development

▪ Better monitoring of cross-border flows and interactions

▪ Updating the knowledge base on CPS
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COVID-19 related 
impacts
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How did the COVID-19 pandemic affected CPS 
provision ?
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▪ What ESPON did : collection of testimonials and opening our website

✓Pomurje Region (crossborder schools and EURES centre)

✓Goričko-Raab-Őrség (Trilateral Nature Park )

✓Euregio Bayerischer Wald-Böhmerwald-Unterer Inn (crossborer helicopter service)

✓Euroregion of Elbe/Labe (cross-border medical services)

✓Etc.

▪ About to launch an update of the study (database and needs) together with 

the EC (DG REGIO) and cross-border networks

We need your support



Thank you

nicolas.rossignol@espon.eu

https://www.espon.eu/cps-brief
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